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1. Introduction – Space Debris
■ Space sustainability => 
affect everyday life
■ Two major events
■ Growth exponential
■ Kessler Syndrome
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Feng Yun 1C
Iridium 33 & 
Cosmos 2251
Evolution of debris number by the IAA [1]
1. Introduction – ADR
■ Active Debris Removal (ADR)
■ Mainly space application
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RemoveDEBRIS, net concept © ESA
e.Deorbit, arm concept © ESA
1. Introduction – ClearSpace-1





– Soft capture system
– High performances Avionic for 
rendezvous
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Preliminary Concept of CSO [2]
1. Introduction – Simulator
■ Linear simulation & 1st Optimizer
■ Direct comparison of architecture under same 
scenario
■ 1st Model of avionic
■ Limitation in the implementation
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Simulator result [3]
1st Optimizer result [4]
1. Introduction – MIQCQP
■ Mixed-Integer Quadratically Constrained 
Quadratic Program
■ Linear Problem
■ Continuous and discrete variable
■ Quadratic & Linear Constraints 
■ Quadratic & Linear Objectives




■ 𝑢𝑢1,𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗: Binary variable for the mode 𝑗𝑗 of the algorithm 𝑖𝑖
■ 𝑢𝑢2,𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗: Binary variable for the mode 𝑗𝑗 of the sensor 𝑖𝑖
■ 𝑢𝑢3,𝑗𝑗 : Binary variable for the mode 𝑗𝑗 of the POBC
■ 𝑥𝑥1,𝑏𝑏: Continuous variable for the accuracy of the data type 𝑏𝑏
■ 𝑥𝑥2,𝑖𝑖: Continuous variable for accuracy increment of the 
algorithm 𝑖𝑖
■ 𝑥𝑥3,𝑖𝑖 : Integer variable to store the last update time of the 
algorithm 𝑖𝑖
■ 𝑥𝑥4,𝑖𝑖 : Binary variable to determine if the algorithm 𝑖𝑖 is 
updated
■ 𝑥𝑥5,𝑎𝑎: Continuous variable for the actual usage of memory 𝑎𝑎
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■ 𝑦𝑦1,𝑏𝑏: Binary variable to control that the accuracy is 
not smaller than 0 per data type 𝑏𝑏
■ 𝑦𝑦2,𝑖𝑖 : Binary variable to control if the algorithm 𝑖𝑖 has 
been updated (lower boundary)
■ 𝑦𝑦3,𝑖𝑖 : Binary variable to control if the algorithm 𝑖𝑖 has 
been updated (upper boundary)
2. Optimizer Implementation
– Constraints example





■ Accuracy of information closer to 1
■ Check every type of 
information/accuracy
■ Individual value are square
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3. Simulation Results – Architecture 
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Avionic Architecture
Algorithm parameters
3. Simulation Results – Architecture 
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Avionic Architecture 1
Sensors parameters POBC parameter
3. Simulation Results – Reference Scenario
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Ref Scenario – Mode variation Ref Scenario – Accuracy
3. Simulation Results – Reference Scenario
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Ref Scenario – Processing resources Ref Scenario – Power
3. Simulation Results – Parametric – Power 
Amplitude
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Avionic 1 – Scenario 1 – State variables
Scenario power amplitude comparison –
Accuracy
Scenario power amplitude comparison –
Power
3. Simulation Results – Parametric – Power 
Offset
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Avionic 1 – Scenario 1 – State variables
Scenario power offset comparison –
Accuracy
Scenario power offset comparison –
Power
3. Simulation Results – Parametric – Alpha 
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Scenario alpha comparison –
Accuracy
Scenario alpha comparison –
Power
3. Simulation Results – Parametric –
Weight
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Scenario weight comparison –
Accuracy
Scenario weight comparison –
Memory usage
4. Conclusion & Future Work
■ Enable preliminary study of 
architectures with optimize solution
■ Efficient mathematical model
■ Starting point of the RDV-OBC 
design
■ Ability to perform parametric 
analyses
■ Validation of simulator
■ Improving model of hardware 
components & algorithms
■ More scenario and architecture
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For any questions or remarks, feel free to 
contact me by email (michael.juillard@epfl.ch).
